Allen Coding News
INSTALLATION OF ALLEN CODING THERMAL JET PRINTERS
PROVES A CUNNING MOVE FOR FOX’S BISCUITS
Fox’s Biscuits has replaced old,
costly and messy case coders with
14 robust and reliable TJ500 thermal jet printers from Allen Coding.
Installed at the biscuit manufacturer’s plant in West Yorkshire, the
cost effective TJ500 was chosen for
its clean operation, low maintenance, minimal operator involvement and consistent print quality.
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The ability to automatically update date fields with minimal operator input once the format has
been designed and loaded was a
big plus as it ensures date integrity

Allen Coding’s TJ500 thermal jet
printer features an easy-to-change
ink cartridge which offers high
quality 300dpi vertical and horizontal print resolution on both
porous and non-porous substrates.
Completely self-contained, with
speed and product detection adjusted using internal sensors, or
expandable with the optional extras hub, the TJ500 is capable of
printing up to five lines of text.
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